
DAGMAR BINDER
wallhangings
October, 5-6-7-8, 2023

Join the exciting masterclass of Dagmar
Binder!
I’m very glad that Dagmar comes to my studio in October! I’m looking
forward to it!
We choose for wall-hangings this time and you can make one big object
or several small ones to form one installation. It’s an example of one of
the many options during this course.
Dagmar will teach experimenting in different techniques.

Program
First of all; you will learn the many aspects that need to be considered
when planning and making a wallhanging. Dagmar will teach you to
make a good quality felt with beautiful structures, but it should be your
own design and not a copy of any other feltwork!

First of all, we will strive for a good quality felt and pay attention to
technical details. We want to explore different techniques which can help
you to create the felted forms you have in mind. You will learn about
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many aspects that need to be considered when planning and making a wallhanging.
We'll explore suitable wool types or combinations of materials, discuss details in �ber layout and see
how the initial setting in�uences consistency and the �nal shape of a piece of felt.
Fiber directions (and quantity of wool) will de�ne where and how much your felt would schrink, if
forms would come out solid and clear, wild and fringy or elastic and strechable.
As general components we'd have a base rug and a certain amout of lamellae/petals/�ns or scales
sitting on it's surface. We'll pay attention to creating �rm connections between them and look at
different types of links.
Finally, we are bound to one technical fact: we need to do our layout in a �at position �rst and can
unfold 3D elements only after fairly goof prefelting. This requires some spatial thinking, using resists
and planning their positions, to de�ne in which way the structure will unfolf later and how your
�nished piece will be placed in a room.
Having a look at all these aspects will help you to create your own individual wallhanging!
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Registration and costs
This course will be held in English but of course we translate for you!

You �nd the conditions in this �yer and also a list with B&B's in our
neighbourhood.
This 4 day workshop includes all the lunches and drinks during the
days. The lunches are homemade and healthy . We serve coffee and
tea whole day and there are some softdrinks and waters with herbs
and fruits.

If you want more info about costs and our payment possibilities,
please send a mail to : workshops�berfusing@gmail.com. I will
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respond as soon as possible. We have only 11 places per workshop
available. We like to work in small groups.

You will receive a de�nitive "Go or no go", 3 weeks before the start of
the course. Please keep this in mind with all your reservations and
buying tickets.
Make sure you have a good travel-insurance!


